
Extra care for
everything that you wear.

PowerWave Wash System
with an innovatively designed pulsator
and dynamic water flow gives perfect wash 
results without damaging your clothes.
Learn more at www.bosch-home.in
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It’s a Bosch!
Robert Bosch, our founder, centered the organisation’s philosophy on 
performing even the smallest of tasks to perfection. For decades we have 
upheld this belief by creating home appliances of unparalleled quality that 
deliver absolute perfection.

Our assurance of perfection is credited to German engineering – a combination 
of high-class workmanship, creativity and the innovative strength of our 
engineers. Crafted with the finest quality materials, our products are hailed 
as the finest in Europe. 

Why choose Bosch?
Proven quality

Bosch appliances offer premium quality, advanced technology, ease to 
operation and outstanding German made and engineered technology. These 
attributes have earned us many national and international accolades, such 
as the reddot Design Award, the iF product design award and other 
endorsements, year after year.

Top performance

What drives us every day is our desire to improve. We strive to make the best 
even better, by developing functional, durable and energy-efficient 
innovations that surpass all expectations.

Maximum convenience

Bosch is dedicated to making your life easier. Our washing machine are 
packed with great ideas, features and technology to make washing 
experience better and easier than ever.

“I would rather lose money
       than trust.”

Robert Bosch



Damage-free washing

You pick your outfits with extra care. 
We put extra care in the cleaning.
At Bosch, we understand that fashion is more than just clothing. �It’s a way to express 
our identity and therefore it always has to look the best. To keep looking the best it needs 
extra care that only a Bosch Top Load Washing Machines can deliver with every wash.
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VarioInverter Motor | Powerful, silent and built to last

Energy efficient drive that
works silently.
The VarioInverter motor is a powerful, durable and energy efficient drive system that 
provides optimum washing performance while also ensuring a long life for your clothes.

The motor is directly attached to the tub which helps to minimise friction. This makes 
washing more energy efficient with reduced noise levels.

 

As a mark of confidence in our state-of-the-art motor technology, it’s backed with a 10 
year warranty as well.
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PowerWave Wash System

Perfect washing solution with
the best German technology.
The PowerWave Wash System is a combination of the innovatively designed pulsator,
dynamic water flow system and intelligent WaveDrum movement that gives you perfect wash results. 

It not only ensures the up and down movement of the clothes, besides the round action, but also 
provides powerful water displacement for better movement of clothes to deliver the best wash results 
without compromising care for your clothes.

Intelligent WaveDrum
movement 

Innovative pulsator
design

Dynamic Waterflow
System
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Gives the flexibility to start the appliance as per 

your convenience up to 24 hours.

Delay Start

6 colour option to fit your interiors. Simple and 

user friendly control panel for ease of use. 

Superior
Aesthetics

Ensures superior drying efficiency.

AirDry

Lid shuts gently hence protects hand from 

unexpected injury and avoids any slam noise.

Soft Closing Lid

Reduces wash time by up to 20%* without 

compromising on�wash results. Get more time 

to do the things you love.

SpeedPerfect

Helps to keep your machine at an even level to 

avoid vibration.

Level Indicator

Based on the load added, machine will 

automatically choose the right wash program

at a press of a button.

One-Touch
Start

Flexibility to choose between hot wash, cold 

wash or a customised warm wash in accordance 

to the material and colour of your clothing.

Hot & Cold
Water Inlet

Low Water
Pressure

Capable of working on low water pressure of 0.3 

bar, making it ideal for places where water 

pressure is an issue.

The see-through toughened glass lid is solid 

and strong to withstand heavy weight.

Toughened Glass
Power-Off
Memory

Resumes washing cycle from the point it 

stopped during a power failure. 

Effectively gathers the lint and fluff so your 

laundry stays cleaner.

Magic Filter

Enables to lock all the keys to prevent setting 

from being changed by your child.

Child Lock

The flexibility to use liquid or powder 

detergents ensures good solubility of the 

detergent and provides better wash results. 

Dual Dispenser

*Available on select models. Results based on internal benchmarking.

Available in 6 colours

Inox WhiteChampagne Silver Dark Grey Grey
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Other features:
WaveDrum
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Hot/Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean 
Rinse Hold

Colour: Champagne

PowerWavePro 

Range

Other features:
WaveDrum
PowerWave Wash system  
Air Dry
Level Indicator
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Hot/Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
SpeedPerfect
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean

Colour: Inox

Key Features:

Innovative pulsator design

VarioInverter Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

WOA126X0IN 601*630*1000
(W X D X H) mm12 kg

580*596*968
(W X D X H) mm

WOA106X0IN
10 kg

580*596*968
(W X D X H) mm

WOA956X0IN
9.5 kg

PowerWavePlus 

Range

Key Features:

PowerWave Wash System

VarioInverter Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOA752R0IN
7.5 kg

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOA702R0IN
7 kg

550*565*960
(W X D X H) mm

WOA802R0IN
8 kg

WOA852R0IN 550*565*960
(W X D X H) mm8.5 kg
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Other features:
WaveDrum
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Hot/Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean
Rinse Hold

Colour: Dark Grey

PowerWave
Range

Key Features:

PowerWave Wash System

Smart Induction Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE702D0IN
7 kg

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE752D0IN
7.5 kg

Other features:
WaveDrum
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Hot/Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean 
Rinse Hold

Colour: Silver

Key Features:

PowerWave Wash System

VarioInverter Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOA752S0IN
7.5 kg

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOA702S0IN
7kg

WOE802D0IN 550*565*960
(W X D X H) mm8 kg
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Other features:
WaveDrum
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Hot#/Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean
Rinse Hold

Colour: White

Other features:
WaveDrum
Dual Balance
Dual Dispenser
Cold Inlet
Magic Filter
One Touch Start
Power-off memory
Child Lock
Delay Start
Tub Clean
Rinse Hold

Colour: Grey

Key Features:

PowerWave Wash System

Smart Induction Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

PowerWave Wash System

Smart Induction Motor

10 years warranty on Motor

Soft Closing Lid

#Hot inlet feature available in model - WOE702W0IN 

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE704W0IN
7 kg

Key Features:

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE704Y0IN
7 kg

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE704Y1IN
7 kg

550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm

WOE754Y0IN
7.5 kg

WOE702W0IN 550*565*920
(W X D X H) mm7 kg



Universal Pedestal Dust Cover 

Descaler for washing Machine
and Dishwasher

Removes harmful lime scale 
and can extend the lifespan of 
your appliance. Recommended 
for use every 3 month for 
washer and once a year for 
dishwasher. 

Part Code: 00311506 

Protect your appliance from 
dust & humidity. Washable 
and well ventilated that 
prevents possible stains and 
scratches. The classic design 
suits all kitchen settings.

Part Code:
00579247 I  Bosch Blue
00579248 I  Bosch Grey 

Have the convenience to 
keep your laundry detergents 
under your washing machine 
with an additional pedestal. 
Space saving and keeping 
your cleaning needs in order.

Part Code: 00575721 
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Expert, fast and reliable customer service from Bosch, before and after your purchase, Bosch is your partner 
for life.

Reliability guaranteed. No compromises.

All Bosch home appliances are produced with maximum care, using quality materials. We promise it 
in our manufacturer’s warranty on our appliances.

Speedy Response

Our customer’s time is valuable and so we react quickly. We aim for a business response time of 48 
hrs from your call, offering on-site diagnosis and repairs. Our customer’s time is valuable and so we 
respond quickly.

Quality service straight from the manufacturer. Original Bosch.

We are committed to quality – also when it comes to after sales service. No-one knows our 
appliances better than our highly trained service engineers. They are working with the latest 
equipment for measuring, diagnostics and repairs, and use only original Bosch spare parts.

Lifetime service. It goes without saying at Bosch.

Once your warranty period is over, we are still there to assist you. You can rely on our expert care 
and first-rate service throughout your appliance’s life cycle. From missing instruction manual to 
appliance repair – we take care of everything. A promise is a promise!

Original accessories. Effective care products.

Take a look at our extensive range of accessories for some inspiration: discover additional uses, 
replace old material for optimum operation or simply give a trusty home appliance a 
good work-over. With the right care, you will be able to enjoy your high quality 
appliance for many years to come. To help you do so, we offer a wide 
range of Bosch-certified cleaning and care products.

On-Call

Our friendly Bosch Customer Service team 
provides competent, reliable assistance for all 
of your needs; whether that is product 
advice, to arranging a visit from a service 
engineer, or ordering the right original 
accessories or spare parts.

For engineer visits, spare parts 
replacement and accessories or 
product advice, please contact:

Service you can depend on. Accessories you can buy.

Consumer Extended Warranty (CEW)

Enjoy a peace of mind

1 or 2 years Extended Warrantyyear

Extend your peace of mind with our Extended Warranty.
Choose from an extended warranty of 1 year or 2 years.
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Experience the complete range of 
Bosch Home Appliances. 

Laundry Care

Dish Care

Cooking Appliances

Kitchen AppliancesRefrigerator



0219

www.bosch-home.in

Save the environment – dispose your e-waste in an environmentally friendly manner by contacting 
designated e-waste collection centers. Please check our website www.bosch-home.in for more details.

www.instagram.com/BoschHomeIn

www.twitter.com/BoschHomeIn

(Customer Care)


